
 
 
 

AGENDA/MEETING Minutes 

October 27, 2010 

1:30 – 3:00 p.m. 

Lake Worth Campus 

 

ITEM 1. What specific measures has your faculty instituted to reduce the incidence of 

plagiarism? Has the faculty noticed that plagiarism is increasing among students? 

One faculty member has a policy that students will receive a zero for any assignment if 

they copy the answers from the back of the textbook.  Assigning even numbered 

problems for homework will help prevent students from copying the answers.  Plagiarism 

is not increasing for prep math students. 

 

ITEM 2. Should the cluster reconsider the need for students to take SLS 1501 if they tested into a 

prep math course? 

The cluster feels that students who take SLS 1501 are better prepared for the prep math 

courses.   They learn note taking, time management, test taking, and critical thinking 

skills.  There was a motion to continue with the present policy. The motion passed. It was 

also noted that some SLS instructors may incorporate more math into the class than 

others. It was also discussed that the associate dean’s can waive the class for transfer 

students and military personnel.   

ITEM 3.  Selecting textbooks for fall 2011. 

The clustered agreed to email Gail by January our top three choices for each prep 

math course.  This will give the textbook representatives enough time to give a 

demonstration and pricing of the textbooks. 

 

ITEM 4.  Hybrid Course 

  Nataliya is going to teach a hybrid course next year.  She will keep the cluster posted  

on the outcome of the course.  The cluster asked Nataliya to survey the students before 

the start of the course on why they signed up for the hybrid course. 

 

Anit mentioned that Nicholls State University is using My Math Lab in a college algebra 

hybrid course.  The students would have to use My Math Lab at least 3 hours a week 

with 1½ hours of lecture.  If the students didn’t meet the 3 hour requirement three times, 

then the student would get dropped from the course.  Anit said the students are doing 

well in these courses.   
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